Subway Dirt Will Start to Fly Here Soon
Board Indicates Private Property to Be Taken in Cranberry Street.
Vast Sums Involved
It will be forced to
Raze Many Buildings.

Support of the new tunnel will require that a number of buildings and public property be released. The Board of Transportation has already acquired a number of properties, and further releases will be made to be made by the city. Although it is conceded that the city will be paid a large sum for the property, the losses will be met by the city, and the loss will be made up by the construction of the tunnel.

Subway Ticket Agent and Conductor Charged on morning of Murder.
The prosecution in the trial of John Smith, the East Fifty-fourth street station agent, and James R. O'Brien, the conductor of the train, will continue today. The court has previously heard evidence, and further evidence may be presented today. The trial is expected to be concluded today.

Graham Identified as "Man at Wheel" of Pratt Death Car
Subway Ticket Agent and Conductor Charged on Morning of Murder.

TOMORROW--Anniversary Day (Store Open)
A Well Timed Sale!
Winter Coats at Great Savings
$19.85
All Wool Bolivian Suede Velours Broadcloth Sports Mixtures
A young man of the 11th street, Mechanics, and public school teachers, who was drowned, was named as the victim. The body of the young man was found in the water and brought to the body by a number of persons at the scene. He was pronounced dead on the spot and the body was taken to the hospital. The cause of death is not known.

Taxi Leaps Pier, Driver Is Drowned
A young man of the 11th street, Mechanics, and public school teachers, who was drowned, was named as the victim. The body of the young man was found in the water and brought to the body by a number of persons at the scene. He was pronounced dead on the spot and the body was taken to the hospital. The cause of death is not known.

Jury Absolves Man of Instalment Debt

Two Kill Selves Near Wives' Graves

Rogers Heiress Sails On Chilled Honeymoon

A Message to Merchants and Manufacturers
New York: Additional Capital For Your Holiday Business

NOTE TO THE ELDER GENERATION

A free lecture at 8 P.M.

LA SALLE COMPANION CAR TO CADILLAC

UPPERCU CARL Corporation
799 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn
Telephone, Newton 7656
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